
SEO Success: How this Third-Party Risk Management Firm Increased

Organic Leads

The Challenge

We were asked to help a client in the compliance SaaS space compete with and

outperform their competitors. To do this, they needed a web presence that would

attract high-quality lead buyers and entice them to sign up for the new service.

We helped our clients create a blueprint that covers all the steps to help them achieve

their goals and reach the next level of success:

CLIENT

We worked with a client who specializes in managing security for online accounts and

user data. They help enterprise businesses manage risk by making it easy to secure

customer data.

Deliverables:

Our client is a risk management and compliance software company.



Implement an SEO Strategy

Our client needed to rank for industry-relevant keywords in order to attract buyers.

After conducting a competitor audit, we identified high-intent keywords that would

help the client reach their target audience. Based on this research, we crafted an

impactful content plan and succeeded in producing blogs and gated resources that

focused on informing site visitors of the company's expertise and the most pressing

issues in the industry.

Establish a Paid Search Strategy

Throughout our client's six-month campaign with Digital Futur, they reached over

700,000 people and received more than 100 high-quality leads.

Created Targeted LinkedIn Campaigns

In addition to our work, we drove 22 high-quality leads for clients by creating

LinkedIn ads that matched their marketing goals. The strategy and execution of these

ads were perfect—the client's marketing priorities came through loud and clear in the

ads, which generated the desired result.



Results

Our client has been able to improve their organic traffic by 2800% while generating

31% of website traffic through Digital Futur's blog and resource pages. They've also

seen 70,000 impressions and 1000-2000 clicks per month through our campaigns.


